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The winter of 2018 has arrived, bringing with it unpresented cold, snow, and ice.  

When temperatures fall, even the most experienced of truckers can have a hard time managing the icy 

roads. Poor visibility coupled with reduced traction makes the job of a big rig driver extremely 

challenging. However, by implementing preventive safety skills for driving in icy conditions, you can 

sail through the winter season without any major problems. Here are some winter driving tips for 

truck drivers that can help you stay safe this winter. 

1. Inspect Your Vehicle 

Getting your truck prepared for winter is essential to prevent major problems. Check the tire pressure, 

engine oil and antifreeze levels fastidiously before you hit the road. You can also have a mechanic 

inspect your vehicle to make sure it is ready to withstand the harsh season of wear and tear. 

2. Slow Down 

Most accidents occur because drivers do not adjust their speed according to road conditions. While 

driving on a snow-covered road, you may need to compensate for the poor traction by reducing your 

speed. Moreover, going slow will also give you more time to react if anything goes wrong. So, be extra-

easy with your accelerator this winter. 

3. Give Yourself Some Extra Space 

Do you know that the stopping distance on a wet road is twice the normal stopping distance? In 

addition, on icy roads, it is almost 10 times! So, leave plenty of room between your truck and the 
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vehicle in front of you so that you have enough space to move out of harm’s way in case of 

unpredictable situations. 

4. Stay Smooth 

In cold weather, try hard to refrain from doing anything sudden – sudden braking, sudden 

acceleration, cornering etc. If the situation demands you to slow down suddenly on a slick road, pump 

your brakes lightly. The key is to maintain a consistent speed and avoid doing anything that reduces 

traction on the slippery roads. 

5. Pay Attention to the Tire Spray 

This is one of the most important (and commonly forgotten) winter driving tips. A good way to assess 

the road condition is to observe the water coming off the tires of vehicles around you. If there is a lot 

of water being sprayed, the road is definitely wet. If the tire spray is relatively less, it means that the 

roadway has started to freeze and you need to exercise additional caution. 

8. When in Doubt, Pull Over 

If the weather condition is too severe to drive, do not think too much about your schedule. Find a safe 

way to get off the roadway and wait until the weather gets better and it is safe for you to drive. 

9. Be Prepared 

Do not forget fuel additives to prevent your fuel from gelling. 

10. Check Twice 

When visibility is compromised in a whiteout blizzard, it can be difficult to see traffic lights and signs. 

Make sure you look twice before changing lanes or proceeding through an intersection.  Use your 

Smith System Keys to protect and keep you safe. 

These winter driving safety tips might appear quite simple, but they will only work if 

you follow them carefully. Ultimately, it is up to you to exercise your judgment and stay 

safe while. 

Remember, Safety First, 

Dave 

 

 

Don’t let THIS, happen to YOU!  
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From The Bull Pen…..by Jamie Bosch     
Welcome Cody Stover and Annaleasha Hollinger 

Tablets, E-Logs and NWT Branded App Implementation! 
  

Thanks to everyone’s hard work, dedication and cooperation, the ELD mandate has been a 

success with NWT 100% compliant. 

 

With the ELD mandate behind us, our primary focus in the first months of 2018 will be for 

greater efficiency and maximum productivity as we step further along into a more automated 

way of conducting business.    

Your cooperation is critical to NWT moving into a paperless operation. 

Uploading your images correctly after each load is of maximum importance to assure proper 

billing to our customers as well as payment to you our Owner Operators.  

Please do not hesitate to reach out to your driver manger or a field manager for additional  

assistance in this process.  

 

 

NWT would like to welcome Cody Stover to the Dispatch team. 
 

Originally from Memphis, TN and a graduate from The University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville with a degree in Supply Chain Management, Cody comes to NWT with 

three years’ experience in the Logistics Industry. 
 Recently moving back to Nashville from Cleveland, OH where he worked for the last 
two years, Cody is a die-hard Vol’s Fan who enjoys watching sports, going to the gym, 

hanging out with friends and playing video games on his spare time. 
   

Please help us welcome Cody to the NWT family! 
Cody can be reached at 615-986-6854 or by e-mail at cody.stover@lpcorp.com 

NWT would like to welcome Annaleasha (Anna) Hollinger to the dispatch team. 
 

A native Nashvillian, Anna has spent the last 3 ½ years working in Sales and 
Supply Chain Management. Formerly employed by Calvary Logistics and DEX 

Imaging, Anna took the last year off to be a stay at home mom to her two 
beautiful children, Ally (10) and Sonny (1) and their furry baby Jeezy.  

When she’s not busy being a mom, Anna loves to cook, celebrate the Christmas 
season and watch the Nashville Predators with her husband Shawn. 

 
Please help us welcome Anna to the NWT family! 

Anna can be reached at 615-986-5784 or by e-mail at 
Annaleasha.Hollinger@lpcorp.com 

 

mailto:cody.stover@lpcorp.com
mailto:Annaleasha.Hollinger@lpcorp.com
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News from The Lakes…..by Jason Tesky     

 

These simple steps will save much time and trouble as we advance our processes. 

 

1) Update EVERY Depart Shipper and Empty Call with your ETA to the next stop 

2) Complete all Arrival and Departure calls within 5 miles from the Shipper/Receiver 

3) Check your load assignments regularly for changes and updates 

4) Upload your BOL’s, Scale tickets and Toll tickets (LP paid toll areas) after EVERY LOAD to ensure 

they are uploaded to the correct load. 

5) Check in with your Driver Manager regularly to ensure all is recording properly. 
 

Field managers and driver managers are ALWAYS available for additional  

training and questions.  
 

 

 

                                  Winter is here in Hayden Lake!  Snow and ice everywhere you look.  Stay Alert!  
                                

                                   Thank you to all of the hardworking NWT Truckers who made 2017 a success!   
  

                            Please ensure your paper work is Complete by Friday each and every              
               week.   

                                      This includes uploading all paperwork via the tablet and continue to drop         
                                 in Trip-Pak until further notice.     

                         This ensures you get paid on time each and every week for all loads  
                  delivered.  

  
 

Don’t hesitate to reach out to any of us if you have questions or comments. 
 

Jennifer Rowe – 208-762-1819 - Shannon Crawford – 208-762-1859 - Rhonda Weaver – 208-762-1856 

Karleen Wiens – 208-762-1837 - Judie Bluemer – 208-762-1857 - Jason Tesky – 208-762-1858    
  

Have a great, safe 2018! 
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A Message from Vince 
Welcome 2018! 

To say that 2017 had its challenges is an understatement but to say that NWT met those challenges 

and overcame those obstacles is a sweet victory and reward to all our hard work. 

As we all know, the December 2017 ELD Implementation deadline has come and gone and I am 

proud to say that NWT’s fleet is 100% compliant. It wasn’t an easy task by any measure of account but it 

was one we can look back on and take pride in how every member of the NWT team in Nashville, in the 

field and most importantly the drivers came together and worked through the challenges, suffered 

through the learning curves and overcame the obstacles to lead us into a new generation of trucking. 

I cannot thank each owner operator, driver, operational staff, accounting member and safety 

personnel enough for all that was done in 2017 to assure a better, more successful and safer 2018. 

As we move into the 1st quarter of 2018, I am filled with hope and excitement to what 2018 will 

hold for us. Freight has been at unprecedented highs through the first weeks of January and we look for 

the trend to continue through the year. Housing starts are up and each of our customers are predicting a 

good year in the housing market. LP and other building products customers will continue to lead our path 

to productivity and prosperity as well as our steel and coil customers.    

2018 will not be without its own challenges but I have been reassured that NWT can overcome any 

industry challenge presented because of the tremendous workforce we have on the roads, in the fields and 

in the offices.  

Our goal for 2018 is to move forward into a more efficient, productive and safer environment.  One 

aspect of that will be moving further ahead into a paperless, non-manual company through the usage of 

our electronic devices. I ask that each of you embrace this technology, use the NWT App, upload your BOL 

images and maximize your technological skills as the industry as a whole moves further into a 

technologically advanced era.  

Please remember to always put Safety First especially as we travel through these winter months 

of snow and ice on the roads. 

Thank you all again for a wonderful 2017 and I look forward to an even better 2018 and beyond. 

 

Vince 
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Who Are You…..by Jamie Bosch     

Welcome Baby Girl Clara 

Clara Jane Busby was born on November 8, 2017 at 

1345pm to proud parents,  NWT dispatch supervisor Dan 

Busby, his wife Krissie and big brother Noah.  

Clara entered the world weighing 7 lbs., 1oz. and measuring 

18.5 inches long. 

Congratulations Busby Family.  

Welcome Baby Boy Camdon  

NWT TX Regional driver James Thorn welcomed grandbaby #5, 

Camdon Ray Thorn on December 19
th

 2017. Former NWT 

driver Brandon Thorn and his wife Shawna are the proud 

parents.  

Baby Camdon made his entrance to the world weighing  

8 lbs. and 8 oz., measuring 20in.  

Congratulations Thorn Family  

                        Female flatbed drivers are a rarity in this industry but NWT has been fortunate to      
                     acquire one of the best. An 18 ½ year veteran in the industry, Patricia Fields 

                           leased on with NWT in August of 2017 and has been burning up the highways   
                           ever since with her husband Bobby and their two furry babies T-bone  

and Precious. 
                            The proud parent of three daughters and five grandbabies, Patricia loves to sew        
                           and spend time with her family when not trucking. As for her time with NWT,    

            Patricia says, “I love the fact that NWT is like a family. If you have a problem, they work 
their best to try and solve it. If you need a day off, they are easy to work with. All the drivers are 

kind and it’s a stress free work environment.” 

Thank you Patricia for your loyalty and dedication to NWT. We look forward to many  
more years together. 
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ELD Issues 
Please contact Scott IMMEDIATELY if you have an issue with your ELD. 
Scott is available from 6:30am-3:30pm CDT M-F at 615-986-6863 or 
scott.ambler@lpcorp.com 
Infinit-I Modules Reminder 
Please remember that your training modules are due by the end of every 
month. They are accessible through your tablet under NWT Safety Training 
and can be quickly completed while waiting to load or unload, during the 
weekend or upon your nightly shut down.  
These are mandatory and very important so please take time to get them 
done. 
Tag Renewal Reminder- 
Please remember to update your 2290 form for 2017 in order to simplify and 
expedite the renewal process.  
Monthly Maintenance Report Reminder 

Monthly reports are due the 15
th

 of every month. Please  
e-mail them to Scott at scott.ambler@lpcorp.com. If sent by mail, please 

ensure they are sent early enough to arrive in Nashville by the 15
th

 in order 
to avoid compliance shutdown.  

 

Between the Lines is looking for new and refreshing news ideas. 
We want to hear from you! 

Do you have a special event you would like us to acknowledge? Have you experienced 
something interesting while cruising life's highways? Have you been affected by severe 

weather you’ve captured on camera and want to share? 
If you have anything you would like to add to our newsletter, please send me an e-mail at 

Jamie.bosch@lpcorp.com or 
let your driver manager know so they can share it with me. 

I look forward to hearing your stories! 

  

Technical Support Contacts:  
  

Rand McNally- Scott Ambler (615-986-6863) or R.M helpline (800-641-7263) 

NWT App Support- Driver Manager, Field Manager, Jamie Bosch or Dan Busby 

Tablet Issues- VOX Mobile (24 hr. support- 855-703-8547) 

  

mailto:scott.ambler@lpcorp.com
mailto:scott.ambler@lpcorp.com
mailto:Jamie.bosch@lpcorp.com
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          Congratulations!!!  
                               We made it to 2018, surviving the winds, the floods, the freezing weather  

and Electronic Log implementation. 
  

                     Let’s celebrate with a trip to the Bahamas on Mark! 
  

               Send me a new Owner Operator and I will send you $2,000.00. 
 Send me FOUR and I will send you $10,000 (the fourth one pays $4,000.00). 

  
How about it? 

  
Any questions please call Mark 

1-800-494-3055 

Operation Finally Home 

NWT driver Stephen Barker (4993) lent his time and his truck to Operation Finally, home a non-profit 
organization that provides homes for our returning military men and women that have been wounded, 

injured or become ill as a result of their service to our country. 
As part of LP’s and NWT’s effort to help, Stephen transported 5 donated units of OSB from 

 LP’s Roxboro mill to LP’s Roaring River mill that will be used in the construction of  
serviceman Chance Cleary new home in Wilkes County. 

Thank you Stephen and LP for your support of the great men and women that have served our country 
through our military forces. 

Tracy Haines 5172 
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mike 

January 
Andy Dabbs – Mitch Kalafatis – Steven Cahee – Brad Shugart – Hipolito Najera – Wayne Vidal 

Vicente Sifuentes – Johnny Barrington – Lewis Foster – Donald Hickey – Clinton Odom 
Joseph Moore – Joseph Arnold – Randy Tomko – Clyde Welch – Ruben Jaimes – Darren Brooks  

Justin Moore 

February 
Scott Ambler – Sara Smith – Andrew Hobbs – Jason Sharp – Vince Dove – Jenna Peterson 

Jessica Patton – Al Dibble – Randy Hamm – Jason McCannon – Jason Bowen – Sandy Heath – John Gold 
Chuck Farmer – Michael Fox – Christopher Ashton  

March 
Jamie Bosch – AJ Brown – Silviano Lopez – Scottie Miller – Matthew Hurley – Byron Alexander 

Curby McFarland Jr. – Yoni Bonilla – Theodore Williams – Merle Armstrong 
Brian Hoffpauir – Charles Moseley – Roberto Palafox – Bobby Appling – Larry Madonia 

                                    29 Years Vince Dove  19 Years Eldon Newman 16 Years Sterling Carden 

                             15 Years Vincente Sifuentes 12 Years Jennifer Rowe  

                  10 Years Hipolito Najera  9 Years Ryan Smith 7 Years Jessica Patton – Mark Smith  

                          6 Years Chad Hiesler –Reginald Jefferson –Bobby Appling – Kenneth Wagner 

 4 Years Kenneth Harris Mark Kennedy – Chuck Farmer 3 Years Jenna Peterson – Mitch Kalafatis  
Vanessa McCasland – Lawrence Thurber – Roy Rodriguez – Stephen Barker – Brad Shugart – Phillip Lopez 

2 Years  Larry Lawrence – Donald Dikey – Tommy Osk – Robert Brenner – Clemente Torres 

Francisco Canales – Larry Madonio 1 Year Sara Smith – Jason McCannon – Bradley Smallwood 
Jeff Pendergrass – Larry Murphy – Jessie Mosley – Ronald Vargas – Christopher Rainey   

Stephen Ostrander – Edgardo Quijada 

 

 

                    Other Pittar - Bobby Appling - Stephen Barker - George Medrano - Richard Elder - Luis Duran 

         Thomas Dalton - Steven Cahee - Lloyd George - Charles Hunt - Al Dibble- Brad Shugart 

         Randy Hamm - Yoni Bonilla - Clinton Odom - Kenneth Chalk - George Matthews 

        Thomas Smith - Kenneth Wagner - Claude Fountain - Juan Vasques - Joseph Sharp   

        Christopher Boyd - Mitch Ambrose - Butch Crawford 

 
                       

 

 
 

Richard Hoffman – Joshua Rives – Chadd Haller – Merle Armstrong 
Justin Morrow – Bryan Fraley – Jerry Phillips – Clinton Odom 

Joseph Sharp – Alvin Curtis – James Humphrey – Branden Floyd 
Wayne Vidal – John Gold – Gary Powell – Orlando Kennedy 

Byron Alexander 

 

  


